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100 days after US-backed forces declared victory over the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria,

UCDP data shows that the group is still not defeated. Between 24 March - 2 July, at least

480 deaths caused by violence involving IS in Syria and Iraq were recorded by the UCDP.

Although violence has decreased significantly since the group's territorial peak, IS is still

conducting guerrilla attacks across both countries. The group has recently resurfaced in

the media, with its leader Al Baghdadi threatening to attack the camps controlled by the

Kurdish-led alliance SDF (Syrian Democratic Forces). They have transitioned from a

territory–holding force to an insurgency in Syria and Iraq, while retaining 14,000 to

18,000 members across both countries according to the US government.  
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The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) is the world’s main

provider of data on organized violence and the oldest ongoing

data collection project for civil war, with a history of almost 40

years. Its definition of armed conflict has become the global

standard of how conflicts are systematically defined and studied.
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Over 

120 fatal events 
involving IS were recorded in Syria

and Iraq between 24 March - 2 July.

 

 

At least 

480 deaths
were caused by violence involving IS

during the same period. 

 

 

Over 

80 percent 
of the deaths resulted from clashes

between IS and SDF, and IS and the

Syrian government. 
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